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Conclusion
The Magellan Mapper and its novel classification system
can provide clinicians with accurate, easy-to-read topographies as well as color-coded corneal wavefront aberration

maps that complement any refractive evaluation. The highresolution images and expanded range of indices make this
topographer an invaluable tool for pathology detection and
management.
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THE KERATRON CORNEAL TOPOGRAPHERS

Renzo Mattioli, PhD and Nancy K. Tripoli, MA
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he Keratron family of CTs are placido-based, nonspherically-biased, and computer-assisted (Figure
5-46). The original Keratron, introduced in 1993
by Optikon 2000 (Rome, Italy) was designed to satisfy the
demand for more precise and intuitive corneal measurement by overcoming limitations in an earlier generation of
CTs. In 1999, Optikon recognized the need for a portable,
modular topographer and introduced the Keratron Scout,
a CT that can be hand held, fitted on a generic slit lamp
with a slide adaptor, or positioned intraoperatively with a
weight-balanced arm and sterile disposable covers. In 2002,
an external unit, the Keratron Bridge, was added to update
the Keratron providing image grabbing, power supply, and
USB interface with any standard PC, either desktop or laptop. The Keratron Piccolo was introduced in 2006 to take
advantage of USB2 general-purpose computer technology.
A version of the Keratron Scout, the Keratron Piccolo, fits
on a slit-lamp carriage and uses the display of a PC rather
than an integral display of its own. The Keratron Onda is
a new-generation instrument that acquires corneal topography and the ocular wavefront (OW) contemporarily and at
various accommodation states of the eye. Its PC is embedded, and it can be connected via LAN cable to an external
PC. All currently available Keratrons are equipped with
corneal wavefront analysis, IR pupillometry (except the
Piccolo), and a number of new accessories.
Scout is a full 32-bit software package that is compatible with the Windows XP, Windows Vista, and Windows 7
(Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA) operating systems.
It operates all Keratron topographers, even those dating
back to 1993-1994, and can be upgraded from Optikon’s
Web site at www.optikon.com.
Before describing these and other Keratron family
software features and clinical applications, it is important
to understand the Keratron’s unique method of corneal
reconstruction that reveals corneal shape details that are not
commonly evident with most other topographers.

The Quest for Accurate
Corneal Topography
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In the past 25 years, the color-coded corneal maps
produced by CTs have become an indispensable tool for
clinical understanding of corneal shape. The challenge of
videokeratoscopy has been to present clinically relevant
corneal shape information in pictorials that are well understood to discourage over-interpretation. In addition to maps
of corneal power, CTs have also mapped corneal height
and used the height unit to fit contact lenses and predict
or evaluate refractive surgical techniques, such as PRK,
LASIK, LASEK, and intra-stromal rings.
Since the early 1990s, a new generation of lathes has
allowed fabrication of custom contact lenses with far more
complex shapes that can conform to the large variety
of keratoconic corneas. In the same period, ophthalmic
excimer laser technology has been greatly improved by
the introduction of flying spot technology and high-speed
eye-trackers, which allow custom modelling and custom
re-treatments. Both of these applications could be linked
to CTs and guided by corneal topography measurements.
However, the applications needed data with higher accuracy and local spatial resolution than could be achieved by
spherically-biased methods.
In the past, placido-based CTs were criticized as theoretically incapable of producing accurate corneal height
information.50-52 It was argued that the corneal surface
description could not be recovered from placido images
without irrevocable limits on accuracy. The Keratron was
designed to overcome such criticism. The problems to be
solved were (1) accurately measuring the cornea so that the
maps and other applications are trustworthy; (2) providing
a color-coded map unit that shows corneal shape detail; (3)
supporting software processing with precision hardware;
(4) rigorously testing the accuracy produced by the hardware/software configuration; and (5) using the configuration to demonstrate as much information as possible to the
clinician. This section describes the challenges of placidobased CTs and the Keratron’s design implementations to
meet those challenges.

Placido Disk-Based Topographic Systems
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Figure 5-46. Scout software processes corneal
topography and wavefront maps from all the
Keratrons. (A) Keratron with Keratron Bridge. (B)
Keratron Scout, handheld. (C) Keratron Scout,
intraoperative. (D) Keratron Piccolo. (E) Keratron
Onda.
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Clinical Information in a Corneal
Topography Color-Coded Map

Prior to the introduction of the Keratron, the leading
commercial CTs showed maps of “corneal power” as measured along a number of radials. The unit shown was axial
power whose mathematical definition is the power of a
sphere, centered on the CT axis that has the same tangent
as the cornea at each measurement position on a corneal
profile. Axial power is inversely proportional to the radius
337.5
of the sphere, using the “thin lens law” (D = _____
), and that
Ra
radius is the distance from the surface position to the CT’s
axis measured along a surface normal. Mathematically, it
is defined as
x (1 + (dz/dx)2)1/2
Ra = _____________
(dz/dx)
where z is sagittal height and x is the distance from the
axis. Axial power represents the “tilting” of the surface
downward from apex to periphery. Its historical relevance
lies in its use in the ophthalmometer, and its scientific relevance is derived from the fact that the tangent to a surface
determines refraction.
Because the corneal surface is smooth, its height changes gradually from position to position. The surface’s rate of
change, the tangent, reveals more detail about corneal shape
than does height. However, the “bending” of the cornea
reveals even more details. The geometric unit that describes
the bending of the cornea in a given direction through a
given point is the local, also called “tangential,” “meridi-

Figure 5-47. (Left) Spherically
biased algorithms identify the
ray reflected from the cornea as
equivalent to a ray from the same
mire (M) reflected on a sphere.
(Right) The Keratron arc-step
instead reconstructs the whole
corneal profile as a continuous
sequence of arcs, from vertex
to periphery, resulting in higher
accuracy of both heights and
curvatures.

onal” or “instantaneous” curvature, which is the inverse
of the radius of a circle whose profile matches the profile
of the corneal surface at each measurement position. The
radius of the sphere (Ri) is defined as
(1 + (dz/dx)2) 3/2
Ri = ____________
2
2
(d x/dx )

where z is sagittal height and x is the distance from the
axis. The sphere used to measure axial power does not have
the same instantaneous curvature as the cornea at the same
reflective position unless the cornea is spherical. Unlike the
sphere, the center of curvature does not necessarily lie on
the CT axis. Axial power at any point has been shown to be
the average of the instantaneous curvature from the center
to that point.53

Traditional
“Spherically
Biased”
Methods to Deduct Axial Power From
Placido Reflections
Prior to the Keratron, the leading commercial CTs
derived axial power by (1) measuring the power of the
cornea to magnify the image of a mire54 or (2) matching
the size of a reflected mire to the sizes of mires reflected
from a series of spheres.55,56 Figure 5-47, left, shows the
problems of these methods. The diagram shows rays from
a mire reflecting from a cornea (solid line) and a sphere
(dotted line). A point on the sphere (A) and a point on the
cornea (B) will reflect the same ray to the lens and form
the same image in the reflected mire pattern. However, the
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sphere and the cornea have different axial radii, heights,
and instantaneous curvatures. Traditional axial power measurement records the radius of the sphere as the radius of
curvature of the cornea. This results in mild error for axial
radii and more extreme error for height and instantaneous
curvature.
The false assumption that a sphere and a cornea, which
reflect the same ray to the lens, have the same powers and
heights is called “spherical equivalency” or “spherical
bias.”55 When axial power is measured by mire magnification or mire size, corneal height cannot be determined
because, for a selected reflection position, an infinite family of combinations of tangents and heights can produce
the same axial power. It has been definitively demonstrated
that this assumption leads to incorrect height measurement.55,56 The reliance of early CTs on spherically biased
measurement techniques resulted in the false assertion that
all reflective CTs must be inaccurate for measuring height
and instantaneous curvature.50,51
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Corneal Surface Reconstruction Using
the Keratron Arc-Step Algorithm

An arc-step algorithm such as that used by the Keratron
is a surface reconstruction method that is not spherically
biased and is not completely new. It was introduced by
Allvar Gullstrand in 189657 and resurrected in different
formats by Doss in 198158 and by other authors between
1989 and 1992.59-61 Nevertheless, the arc-step was usually assumed to be difficult to implement in a commercial
CT without smoothing data with polynomial fitting or the
like.62
The Keratron identifies a continuous sequence of arcs,
starting at the vertex, that accurately reconstruct a corneal
profile along each of 256 radials, as shown in the right
image of Figure 5-47. A cornea reflects rays from each mire
through the lens to produce a unique reflected mire pattern
for that cornea. The radii of the arcs in the Keratron’s reconstructed profile are adjusted until they reflect rays from
the appropriate mires to the lens and produce the reflected
pattern. The generic arc-step reconstruction method can
describe aspheric corneal profiles because the second and
more peripheral arcs need not be centered on the CT axis.
There is one and only one sequence of arcs that can satisfy
a unique sequence of mire reflections along a radial.
An unsmoothed arc-step algorithm was implemented on
the Keratron to provide accurate height measurements and
to produce meaningful maps of instantaneous curvature.63
When the profile is reconstructed, it yields the instantaneous curvature, height, tangent, and axial power at each
intersection of 2 arcs. This obviates the need for calculating
one corneal descriptor from another because curve-fitting
and mathematical derivations necessarily erode measurement accuracy and/or spatial resolution.64,65

D

Figure 5-48. Representations of a normal, astigmatic cornea
(left) and a keratoconic cornea (right) include the axial power
(top) and curvature maps (middle) and color-coded local curvature along the 9 o’clock corneal profile (bottom).

Keratron Maps of Axial and Curvature
Units
Maps that depict unbiased units demonstrate the clinical
utility of axial power for traditional reference to optics and
instantaneous curvature for shape visualization. The detail
that is missing from an axial power map, but is depicted by
an instantaneous curvature map, is clinically significant.66,67
For example, on an axial map of a normal astigmatic cornea
such as that in Figure 5-48 (top, left), the toricity of regular
astigmatism seems to extend to the periphery. When the
same cornea is depicted using instantaneous curvature as
shown in the same figure, middle left, it now appears that
the astigmatism is confined within an approximately circular region of curvature above 37 D, the “corneal cap” (green
and yellow). That region is surrounded by a flat peripheral
region (blue), which becomes even flatter toward the periphery, reaching a maximum flatness of 15 D (23 mm) or more.
The existence of the corneal cap, which appears on most
normal corneas, has implications for contact lens fitting and
also may prove valuable in early diagnosis of disease. The
diagram in Figure 5-48 (bottom, left) represents a corneal
profile from 9 o’clock to 3 o’clock. The relatively uniform
curvature across the corneal cap in this direction, shown in
green and corresponding to the green in the curvature map,
changes in the periphery, which is relatively flat, shown in
blue corresponding to the blue in the map.

Placido Disk-Based Topographic Systems

Figure 5-49. The instantaneous curvature map (right) of a
post-PRK cornea clearly shows shape features, like the steep
bending over the edge of the ablation and central islands, that
are not clearly visible in the axial power map (left) of the same
cornea.

Viewing an axial power map of keratoconus, as shown in
Figure 5-48 (top, right), can lead to a misinterpretation of
shape because a large corneal region seems to be affected
by the cone. The instantaneous curvature map (Figure 5-48,
middle, right) shows that the most highly curved region of
the cone is only 2 mm in diameter, and curvature decreases
rapidly to a large corneal region that is unaffected by the
cone. The diagram (Figure 5-48, bottom, right) shows that
the cone is characterized by a highly curved central region
that involves the corneal vertex, surrounded by a somewhat
flatter annular region. Much of the corneal cap is unaffected by the cone.
The importance of depicting corneal shape details is
well illustrated by maps of a cornea after PRK, such as that
in Figure 5-49. On this axial map (left), the steepness of the
edge appears to involve a large annular region surrounding
a generally flat center. On the curvature map (right), the
steep bending of the cornea over the ablation’s edge can be
appreciated. More importantly, some central island anomalies, which are critical to vision following PRK, are not visible on the axial map but are seen on the curvature map.
Detecting and understanding corneal warpage caused
by contact lenses is also aided by an instantaneous curvature map, as shown in Figure 5-50. On the curvature map
(left), the distinctive pattern includes a flat annular region
(blue) surrounded by alternating steep (red) and flat (blue)
regions. The map on the right side is obtained by subtracting corneal height from the height of a sphere. Although the
map contains less detail than either axial or curvature maps,
it shows that a highly curved corneal region, indicated by
the large cross, differs from the surrounding region by only
5 µm. To reveal this detail requires an operator’s option
for positioning the reference sphere and also precise height
measurement so that small color steps describe localized
corneal shape features.
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Figure 5-50. The instantaneous curvature map (left) and height
or “spherical offset” map (right) depict the same cornea with
contact lens warpage.
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concentric colored doughnuts because the decreases in
height from center to periphery are much greater than any
circumferential variations in height. Therefore, another surface similar to the cornea’s must be subtracted and the differences in heights mapped. Simulations of normal corneas
have been proposed as the basis for subtraction, but the normative shape of the cornea is disputed, complex, and highly
variable, making the use of a single “normal” reference
of little value. Therefore, the Keratron subtracts a sphere,
a shape that can be easily visualized by users. Difference
values near zero are colored yellow and represent positions
where the sphere’s surface and the cornea’s surface coincide. This is illustrated in Figure 5-50. Positions where the
cornea rises above the sphere are colored in shades of red,
and positions where the cornea dips below the sphere are
in shades of green-blue. With this convention, the map is
analogous to a topographic map of the earth.
The positioning of the sphere radically alters the appearance of the map, and users must understand and become
accustomed to the alternative views of height. When we
first introduced “spherical offset” height maps, users were
frequently disappointed by the smooth, general appearance
of this kind of map and the lack of detail, even on diseased
corneas. To allow them to enhance heights in the region of
interest (eg, the apex of a keratoconus, the optical zone of
a postrefractive treatment), the Keratron allows the sphere
to be fit tangent to the apex (as in Figure 5-51) or to any
position selected by the user, either tangent to a given point
or passing through 3 reference points, which is especially
useful to align pre-post ablation height differences as in
Figure 5-52.
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The Spherical Offset Map
A map of absolute sagittal height (ie, depth with respect
to the corneal plane) would always appear as a series of

Keratron Basic Features
The accuracy and cost-effectiveness of a measuring
instrument depend on the appropriateness of each of its
components to the overall objective. To implement the arcstep algorithm on a commercial instrument required special
attention to inherent problems, for example numerical instability and extremely sensitive ring tracing.51,59 The subpixeling and other proprietary numerical methods and design
solutions adopted for the Keratron are described in more
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Figure 5-51. The height scale resolution of the spherical offset
map can be adjusted to measure detail like this 1.9-µm ectatic
scar.
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Figure 5-53. The pre-post height difference (A minus B) after
an application of the Schwind ESIRIS laser treatment to an
aspheric PMMA surface (top row) and to a living eye (bottom
row), which shows the accuracy of the Keratron Scout for
measuring corneal heights. (Reprinted with permission of Dr.
M. Camellin.)

D

Figure 5-52. Four model surfaces were fabricated to simulate
the 4 clinical conditions shown on the left. Accuracy was
always within ±1.5 µm.

detail elsewhere.68 The following is a list of the Keratron’s
main features and the resulting unique benefits.

Height Accuracy
Earlier CTs had proven successful in measuring
spheres,56,69-71 but were highly inaccurate for measuring
aspheres.54,55 Since 1993-1994, the Keratron has been
tested by several independent researchers on nonspherical
profiles.72 Tripoli and colleagues73 measured, on a set of
normal prolate, rotationally symmetric surfaces, an error
within 0.25 µm within the central 3-mm zone and an error
within 1 µm for entire surfaces. Under similar conditions,
a TMS-1 (Computed Anatomy) height error was within
85 µm.54,74 Another frequent criticism of CTs is their
disregard for the circumferential rise and fall of an astigmatic surface, which theoretically deflects mire reflections.
Evidence that this real optical effect produces inconsequential errors in the reconstruction on surfaces with up to 12 D
of regular astigmatism has been published elsewhere.75,76

Attempting to measure more complex surfaces encountered in clinical and surgical practice can lead to even larger
height and curvature errors with spherically biased methods.72,73 The multiple transitions from flat to steep to flat
areas present a real challenge for topographic algorithms.
Optikon conducted in-house testing on 4 surfaces that mimicked clinical cases and presented the results at ARVO 1996
(Figure 5-53).77 In spite of the greater complexity of such
shapes, the error remained within less than 1.5 µm. The
testing has been repeated on the Keratron Scout with results
similar to the Keratron. The examples in Figures 5-48 and
5-50 demonstrate the flexibility of the arc-step for tracking
complex profiles without smoothing details.
In addition to other applications like custom contact
lenses and laser links, the Keratron’s height accuracy is very
useful for verifying the specified custom laser ablation pattern as implemented, including file transfer, ablation design
algorithm, and “fluence.” Figure 5-53 shows an example of
such a custom ablation pattern (on the left) and the postminus pretreatment height measurement by a Keratron
Scout (on the right). In the top row, the ablation was applied
on curved plastic surfaces, and the yellow annular zone
(difference = 0 µm) corresponds to the untreated zone. The
bottom row shows the effect of the same specified ablation on a living eye. This example depicts a case by Dr.
Camellin, treated with the ESIRIS laser by Schwind EyeTech solutions (Kleinhostheim, Germany) and the ScoutORKw (Optimized Refractive Keratectomy—wavefront)
corneal wavefront link.78

Placido Disk-Based Topographic Systems

Figure 5-54. The Keratron “Dekking” type cone (left) achieves
greater corneal coverage than large “placido disk” topographers (right) when imaging the same cornea.
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Figure 5-56. The Keratron software includes a repeatability
check, shown here assessing the stability of acquisition by a
surgeon through 7 intraoperative topographic images of the
same eye.
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Repeatability Check

Figure 5-55. The Keratrons’ Eye Position Control System
(EPCS) includes an infrared beam that intercepts the corneal
vertex and permits image acquisition only when the cornea is
within a narrow range of Z distance.

D

Corneal Coverage,
Positioning

Focusing,

and

The use of a cone containing lighted mires is not new.
It was introduced by Dekking in 1930 to place the mire
arrangement close to the cornea in order to measure a larger
area.79 The Keratron mire reflections cover about 80% to
90% of a normal cornea in a well-opened eye, illustrated
in Figure 5-54. However, the cone can be very sensitive
to focal distance. To overcome this theoretical limitation,
the Keratrons are equipped with a patented Eye Position
Control System (EPCS), pictured in Figure 5-55, in which
an infrared beam intercepts the corneal vertex. With this
system, a picture can be taken only when the focusing, the
“Z” positioning, is within a range as tight as 0.1 mm, which
can guarantee a repeatability of ± 0.1 D or better (see next
paragraph and Figure 5-56). Lateral (X, Y) decentering
is not critical because of a software method called Eye
Misplacement Control System (EMCS), which recalculates the spatial mire position in the measured direction.68
Cantera and associates have verified that a misalignment in
any direction, up to 1 mm, induces less than 0.1 D of change
in the resulting curvature map.80

In spite of EPCS automated capture enabling, harsh
movements and other occurrences (eg, blinking, tear film
disruption) can still create artifacts that affect overall accuracy, especially in hand-held mode. To screen out unacceptable images, a repeatability check feedback function was
introduced in the Scout software. The repeatability check
window, seen in Figure 5-56, can be recalled at any time, or
preset to automatic whenever 3 or more images of the same
eye are acquired and processed. Normal eye repeatability is
considered “good” with a deviation of the best fit sphere of
processed maps within 0.24 D and “very good” if less than
0.12 D. Using this feature for self-training, it is not difficult
to obtain repeatability well within 0.1 D, thus reducing the
acquisition root mean square (RMS) height error to within
less than 0.4 µm over a 6-mm zone.

Range of Measurement
Even normal eyes frequently have an instantaneous curvature range between 20 and 50 D. In keratoconus, scars,
and postsurgery, corneal curvature often shows a much
greater range of power. To achieve their full potential, CTs
must also be able to cover such extreme cases without losing
too much local information or introducing artifacts. Figure
5-57 shows a case in which the local curvature ranges from
less than 10 D (dark blue) in some areas to above 120 D
(the measured point = 127.6 D) in others. Mires that are too
close together limit an instrument’s capability for measuring abrupt changes across the corneal surface. On the other
hand, if the mires are too sparse, height reconstruction and
detection of local distortion are impaired. With these opposite needs in mind, the Keratron’s mire arrangement was
optimized both in number and size of steps (28 mires uniformly spaced about 0.166 mm on a 43-D sphere), making
use of both black-to-white and white-to-black mire borders.
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Figure 5-57. The Keratron’s mire arrangement and subpixel
edging algorithms allow the capture of detail in high resolution
and over a large range of curvature. In this cornea, curvatures
as steep as 2.64 mm (128 D) and as flat as 37.5 mm (9 D) are
measured.

If mires were tracked at the middle of the rings as in most
classic “cone type” videokeratoscopes, twice the number of
rings would be needed for the same measurement distribution. This would limit the instrument’s curvature measurement range to a maximum of 60 to 70 D.68 Detecting the
borders of alternating black and white mires also ensures
accurate tracking of mires even with complex, tangled patterns. In Figure 5-57, only some small edematous areas are
unprocessed because the data were automatically discarded
by tracking algorithms as unsuitable. Rarely, special processing functions such as “dots editing” may be needed to
recover mires that were automatically tracked incorrectly.

Spatial Resolution
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Figure 5-58. The Keratron can track the pupil edge in photopic
and mesopic conditions and report it in topographic maps.

pupil dilation at night, or under mesopic-scotopic visual
conditions, is often required in clinical preoperative practice. A new illumination system has been recently implemented in new production units to replace both the Keratron
Scout’s “lamp board” (Figure 5-58, left side), as well as the
Keratron’s neon lamp. An assembly of software, firmware,
and electronics allows acquisition of the eye image and
tracking of the pupil edges in both mesopic and standard
photopic light conditions.
The reconstruction of the pupil by the Keratron is performed on an internal reconstruction of a “clean picture”
from the keratoscope image.68 The mires must have been
tracked correctly without induction of artifacts. In some
cases, a “pupil editor” function can be used for hand correction. The pupil position at the 2 extreme illumination
conditions is measured and represented with respect to
corneal vertex. On average, in a normal population, the
pupil center does not change significantly from photopic
to mesopic condition.81,82 Nevertheless, in some cases,
the pupil center can be substantially displaced (0.25 mm
in the case of Figure 5-58, right). In such a case, although
the laser treatments are tracked on the photopic pupil, the
ablated zone could be more properly centered on the largest
naturally dilated area.
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The Keratron’s mire arrangement samples an average
normal cornea at 166-µm spacing steps. This requires
special edging techniques to prevent smoothing and losing important information about localized distortion such
as scars. Precise mires tracking is accomplished by the
Keratrons due to their subpixeling technique. Rather than
just searching for black-to-white and white-to-black edges
thresholds, the technique uses the entire gray scale information from all the pixels of each profile sector captured
by the CCD camera. The resulting equivalent accuracy in
detection of a ring position is less than 1/20 of a pixel.68
The small ectasia in Figure 5-51, whose height is less than
2 µm, is detectable because of the crisp mire edge reflections. It could not be detected by nonreflective methods
because the confusion in surface-scattered projected lines
or slit light edges is typically much larger than the height of
the feature. The mire reflections instead naturally describe
even the smallest corneal scar (see Figure 5-51, left side).

Pupil Tracking
The use of links between the corneal wavefront and the
excimer laser in which a complex ablation pattern must be
precisely aligned with pupil eye-trackers requires accurate
measurement of the pupil center and edge, a feature that
was less important when CTs were primarily diagnostic
instruments. Furthermore, a measure of individual natural

The “Move Axis”
To measure curvature relative to the virtual pupil, surface
measurements must be recalculated relative to a new axis.
As with recalculating off-center images, a lateral translation will result in errors. Instead, the Keratron performs a
3-dimensional rotation of the corneal model. The “move
axis” feature can also shift the corneal representation to
any point desired by the user. This is useful to visualize
the symmetry surrounding points of interest such as the
keratoconic cone apex shown in Figure 5-59. This example
also shows how the flat annular area surrounding the apex
(A) creates a high astigmatism, typically against the rule
in patients having an inferior keratoconus, because the
meridional cut across the keratoconus and the apex is the
local flattest meridian, and the steepest meridian is perpendicular. Moving the axis to the apex (B) shows the actual
symmetry of the shape of keratoconus.

Placido Disk-Based Topographic Systems
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Figure 5-59. Keratron move-axis feature. Different views of the same
keratoconus (A) before and (B) after moving the keratoscope axis to the
cone center show that the keratoconus is symmetric.
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Figure 5-60. Using the Keratron move-axis feature (C) produces the same result as asking the patient to change fixation (B).

When an image is acquired while a subject gazes at the
fixation light, as is shown in Figure 5-60, and the operator moves the axis, the resulting map looks remarkably
similar to a map produced by requesting the subject to
change his or her gaze. Thus, moving the axis produces a
virtual rotation of the eye.83 In Figure 5-60, normal fixation produces a typical postablation “knee,” a red ring (A).
If the patient is asked to fixate to the side, the vertex moves
toward the periphery, and a small “hourglass” indicates the
high astigmatism of the “knee zone” (B). The same image
can be created using the Keratron’s move-axis feature (C),
showing that the feature mathematically rotates the cornea.
The move-axis (C) preserves the entrance pupil position,
whereas this important reference is lost when the patient
changes fixation (B). This feature is particularly useful to
measure the actual astigmatism when patients cannot keep
fixation, such as during suture adjustment after PKP with
the intraoperative Keratron Scout.84

Process Editing and “Dots Editing”
When CT users acquire a corneal image and are shown
only a colored map, they are unaware of the many choices
that have been automatically made by the instrument. All
measuring systems can occasionally produce artifacts or
skip over regions. The ability to change the parameters that
control Keratron processing can benefit the clinician who
understands his or her objective. The Keratron offers the
user the options to improve ring reconstruction in difficult
cases, for example, by altering the sensitivity of borders,
the incremental ring limit, the maximum number of meridians that can be interpolated, the sensitivity for finding the
processing center, or the sensitivity for excluding suspected
extraneous points. A powerful software feature called
“Dots Editing” includes a number of tools to allow the user
to reassign every black/white (green “dots”) or white/black
threshold (red “dots”) to its proper ring. A complete removal
of artifacts with this tool can be especially important before
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Figure 5-61. CLMI identifies a highly probable keratoconus (PPK = 98.5%) shown with 4 maps: curvature (top
left), axial (top right), Gaussian (bottom left), and spherical offset with the sphere positioned tangent to the apex
indicated by Cc (bottom right). The CLMI numerical
values are shown in the screening panel (A). When PPK
exceeds criterion by 20%, description data can be seen
by clicking on yellow (>20%) or red (>45%) buttons.
The description data include the 8-mm search area (B),
the steepest 2-mm circle (C), as well as the average (Cc/
Ca/Cg) in the circle and its location (D) from the vertex
in polar coordinates.

custom CL height-fitting or custom laser link. The user is
also permitted to clean a ring pattern by erasing artifactual
areas but is not allowed to add rings or segments of rings.
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CLMI was evaluated on 132 normal and 112 keratoconic
eyes in 2005 by Twa87 who applied a receiver operator
characteristic curve analysis. He found that CLMI accuracy could be 90% at second place after his proposed C4.5
decision tree, with a specificity as high as 99% and a 79%
sensitivity. This statistical analysis of screening had optimal
results with axial maps (personal communication of the
author).
The CLMI were implemented in Scout software in
2005.89 In scout.exe terminology, axial magnitude (Ma) is
used for screening, and curvature (Cc) is used for description (Figure 5-61). The screening panel includes Ma and
a statistic, percentage probability of keratoconus (PPK).
If PPK is lower than a criterion, then a green circle indicates that the eye is not keratoconic. If PPK is higher than
a criterion, either a yellow (for suspect) or red (for highly
probable) button allows the user to get a description panel
on the map. The description includes the “C1” circle (2-mm
steepest zone), the circle’s location relative to the vertex
in polar coordinates, and the average D in that circle, Cc,
Ca, Cg for tangential, axial, or Gaussian curvature maps,
respectively (top left, top right, and bottom left in Figure
5-61). The main advantage of CLMI over other indices is
that it locates the keratoconus and shows the clinician exactly where CLMI located the presumed cone apex, rather than
using a hidden process. The clinician can look at the map
to decide if the Ma or PPK could be due to an artifact or
some clinical or surgical reason other than a keratoconus.
Furthermore, the Cc parameter, which is the average dioptric power in the steepest circle C1 on curvature maps, is an
especially valuable quantifier to follow the keratoconus, as
described in a later section.
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Intraoperative Functions

The Keratron Scout can be fit into an optional weightbalanced trolley, and sterile accessories allow the surgeon
to take intraoperative corneal topography (ie, before and
after a treatment). While the Keratron Scout is sterile
sleeved, the surgeon can position and use upside-down buttons to start acquisition for either eye, capture an image,
and even browse in the database and save the topography
without needing to touch the PC keyboard. The intraoperative Keratron Scout has proved very useful in adjusting
sutures after PKP and LKP,84 during PTK treatments, and
in measuring preop and/or de-epithelialized corneas before
and after LASEK topo-link treatments.85
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Cone Location and Magnitude
Indices, Gaussian Map, and
Follow-Up Features
The Cone Location and Magnitude
Indices
The Cone Location and Magnitude Indices (CLMI),
introduced by Drs. C. Roberts and A. Mahmoud in 2001,86
were created to automatically distinguish keratoconic from
normal corneas. CLMI is calculated by an algorithm that
locates the steepest 2-mm diameter circular area of a dioptric map (axial, tangential, or Gaussian curvature). The central KCI is the difference between the average value within
the steep circle and the average value of the remaining
corneal area within 8 mm. The peripheral KCI measures
the asymmetry of the cornea87 as the difference between
the average within the steep circle and the average within a
circle on the opposite side of the cornea. A recently introduced calculation88 allows continuous measurement from
central to peripheral keratoconus.

The Gaussian Map
The Gaussian is the product of the steepest and flattest
curvature in a plane perpendicular to a point of a surface.
According to the Theorema Egregium by Carl Friderich
Gauss (1828), this product is invariant for a flexible nonelastic surface. Gaussian curvature is therefore an intrinsic,
invariant property of surfaces.90 To illustrate the property, the Gaussian curvature of a flat sheet of paper is 0.
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Figure 5-62. Gaussian curvature is an intrinsic property
of any flexible, inelastic surface. Squeezing such a surface
induces astigmatism on the (tangential) curvature map, but
the product of the principal curvatures, C1 x C1, is invariant,
and thus the Gaussian map is unchanged.
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Figure 5-63. A comparison between curvature (upper
row) and Gaussian maps (lower row) of 1 astigmatic
(left) and 2 keratoconic (center and right) corneas
shows that Gaussian maps do not depict astigmatism
unless it is shown as a superimposed vector field.
Gaussian maps do clearly reveal ectasia, whose locations are calculated independent from their distance
from the corneal vertex.
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When the paper is bent to any curvature in one direction,
it will remain straight (0 curvature) in the perpendicular
direction. The steep times flat product will be 0, so the
Gaussian curvature will remain 0. Squeezing a spherical
surface, as shown in Figure 5-62, will make it steeper in one
direction and proportionally flatter orthogonally. Surgeons
who fit sutures on a donor cornea after PKP know that
nonuniform tension will create astigmatism in the axial
and (tangential) curvature maps. But, unless the wound is
stretched to introduce cornea elasticity or permanent inelastic mechanical distortions, the Gaussian map will remain
constant.
Unlike axial and tangential curvature calculations, the
Gaussian curvature calculation is independent of the distance from the corneal vertex. Therefore, Gaussian maps
can unequivocally show the apex of a keratoconus. This
application was first proposed in 1997 by Barsky and colleagues.91
Gaussian curvature as implemented in the Scout software in 200790 is not actually the product, but the geometric average in D, the square root of the product C1 x C2:
G = (C1 x C2)1/2
where C1 and C2 are the 2 principal curvatures in that point.
Some authors have proposed a “Mean curvature” unit,92
which is the arithmetic average of the same curvatures:

(C1 x C2)
M = _______
2

It can be easily demonstrated that the square of the
2 measures differs by the square of astigmatism:
G2 = M2 + (C1 – C2) 2

“Mean curvature” maps may appear quite similar to
Gaussian if astigmatism is not high, but they are not
invariant for the surface because they do not fulfill Gauss’
Theorema Egregium.
Figure 5-63 shows differences between Gaussian maps
(lower row) and curvature maps (upper row). Note the pair
of maps of an astigmatic cornea on the left. On the Gaussian
curvature map (bottom, left), the regular astigmatism
cannot be seen, and the map appears no different from a
rotationally symmetric cornea. Similarly, neither the blue
sides nor the astigmatism in the apex of the keratoconus are
visible in the middle and bottom right maps. Gaussian maps
with vectors at points around the cornea allow visualization of astigmatism and its pattern. However, a curvature
unit that hides astigmatism, as well as the flat sides that
surround keratoconus apices, is not ideal for a complete
clinical evaluation. Gaussian maps should always be viewed
in conjunction with maps that depict other units and should
never replace them.

